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NEWSLETTER
Bonenkai 2015: “Kanpai!” to all JSNW Members

We “forgot the year” (which is what “Bonenkai”
means) with our own traditional Bonenkai at
Padgate Community Centre, which also marked
our last event of the year.

There were many other beautiful dishes including
wonderfully presented sushi, fried chicken in
yakiniku sauce, vegetarian okonomiyaki and lotus
curry hasami-agé.

The evening started with our usual warm sake
“Kanpai!” group photo shoot, which was followed
by an excellent buffet prepared by the jovial Taka
from Sushicraft. Taka has provided lovely food at
all our previous Bonenkai celebrations. The
centrepiece of this year’s buffet was Sumo
Chankonabe, a dish some members had previously
enjoyed back in March at our Sumo event.

Entertainment for the night was provided by the
lovely Awa Siren, a familiar face to long-time
society members due to her lovely routines at
previous JSNW events. Awa put on two wonderful
displays of the Awa Odori (“odori” means “dance”
and “Awa” is the old name for the Tokushima, a
prefecture on the island of Shikoku).

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Bonenkai 2015: Kanpai!
Her first performance was of the elegant ladies
dance, for which she wore a kimono that trained
her movement to the smallest of steps. This,
complimented with subtle hand movements, was
very “lady-like” in the traditional sense.

Awa sang while she danced and encouraged us to
reply “Yattosa, yattosa”, and “Yoi, yoi, yoi, yoi” at
the correct moments. While these chants may not
carry any semantic meaning, they are designed to
encourage the dancers during the performance.

Chankonabe

The female odori

The second dance was the men’s odori. I’m not
sure if it’s right to suggest the best was saved for
last, but it was entertainingly swaggering and
lively.

Part of the lyrics Awa sang during her dances
famously translate as“The dancers are fools,
The watchers are fools,
Both are fools alike, so why not dance?”
I can’t say many of us joined in though as we had
full bellies and wished to admire the performance,
and maybe some were too shy as well.

The male odori

Awa has studied the male dance for 8 years and
explained to me that it’s very popular with girlsbeing a lot more energetic and allowing a greater
range of movement and facial expression, it’s not
difficult to see why.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Beautifully Presented Sushi

It was a wonderful and cheering event to end the
year, leaving us to concentrate on enjoying the
festive holidays with family and friends.
Article by Paul Regan, photos by Nigel Cordon
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Member’s Recipe: Nagoya-style Tebasaki
•

Another lovely recipe to try from JSNW member Tobietta Rhyman- other recipes from Tobie can be found
in newsletter issues 43 (Sukiyaki) and 40 (Hiroshima-style Okonomiyaki).
Introduction:
Fried chicken wings or “tebasaki” are a famous speciality product of Japan’s third largest city, Nagoya.
They are fried until crispy, dipped in a sweet soy glaze then sprinkled with sesame seeds. Usually served
at izakayas (Japanese pub-restaurants) piled high on plates, they are a great snack to enjoy with friends.
Ingredients:
800g to 1kg chicken wings (skin on, preferably tips only)
Oil for deep frying
Salt and pepper
Potato starch or cornflour
Sesame seeds
For the glaze:
3 tablespoons soy sauce
3 tablespoons mirin
1 tablespoon sake (optional)
1 tablespoon sugar (2 tablespoons for a sweeter taste)
Method:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Place the chicken wings in a bowl and dry with a paper towel. Sprinkle with salt and pepper and
leave in the fridge for at least 1 hour.
Meanwhile, heat the soy sauce, mirin and sake in a pan. Add the sugar and simmer gently for 10
minutes or until thickened and glossy. Remove from the heat and leave to cool.
Heat the oil to 160ºC. Lightly coat the chicken wings with the potato starch then fry for 10 minutes
or until they are a light brown colour.
Take the chicken wings out of the oil and increase the heat to 190ºC. Put the wings back in the oil
and fry for another 3 minutes or until golden brown and crispy.
Remove the wings and use paper towels to blot off the excess oil. Dip the wings in the glaze whilst
they are still hot, then transfer them to a plate.
Sprinkle the wings with the sesame seeds and a little more salt and pepper to taste. Serve
immediately.

 For a vegetarian option, try replacing the chicken wings with similar sized chunks of sweet potato or
pumpkin. Remember to reduce the frying time accordingly.
Article and photo by Tobietta Rhyman
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Fun with Food at the JSNW “Kyaraben” Workshop
Now widely popular in Japan, “Kyaraben” (short
for character bento) are lunchboxes in which
various different types of food are shaped (mostly
by Japanese mothers) into pictures of animals and
cartoon characters. Although a vast range of
different choices is possible, as indicated by the
photos accompanying this article, a particularly
popular character appears to be “rilakkuma”, a
cartoon bear whose favourite activities are eating
and sleeping as his name (relax bear) might
suggest.

Features such as hair and eyebrows were made
using vegetables, food dyes, strips of nori and even
a chocolate sauce pen, a perfect tool for
chocoholics. With all the various different
foodstuffs and dyes being used things inevitably
got a bit messy, though there was the added bonus
of being able to eat the evidence if you made a
mistake.

Sally Myers hosted our kyaraben workshop and
brought an impressive array of food, tools, utensils
and moulds, all of which she displayed on a table
at the front of the hall. Templates covered in
photos of many different kyaraben were
distributed to each of our tables, just in case we
were short of ideas.
Intense concentration

Ages ranged from about 5 or 6 to quite a bit older,
mothers having brought their young children
along.

Sally presents the workshop

Sally explained several basic types of food
ingredient were used in kyaraben making- sushi
rice, eggs (including quails eggs), vegetables of
various different types and colours, lunchmeat,
frankfurters, and nori (sheets of dried seaweed
often used for sushi making). Tools for shaping and
composing your work of art included scissors,
cutters, knives, moulds and even straws.
How we used each type of ingredient depended on
which character we were making; bodies were
often composed of rice or sometimes eggs (hot
eggs can be moulded into pretty well anything).
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Boat made from nori, pepper and rice

At the end of the workshop a group photo was
taken of all the kyaraben with their proud makers;
considering no-one had ever made kyaraben
before they were all remarkably good, one of the
best being made by a boy of 9 or10.
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JSNW “Kyaraben” Workshop

Bohemian Nippon – A Talk by Helena Gaudekova
On Saturday October 3rd, 2015, people who filled
a room at Friends Meeting House in Manchester
enjoyed a rare treat. Helena Gaudekova, former
curator at the National Museum in Prague, gave us
a lecture on the collection of Japanese art at the
National Museum.
It was very interesting to learn that the Japanese
fine arts were collected by someone who did not
have any knowledge of Japanese art, and that
even the Museum did not know what the collected
items were. That’s where Helena came in. She and
her colleague, Dr Alice Kraemerova, together
embarked on cataloguing the items, and published
books on the collection of Buddha statues, and
Japanese traditional toys. Helena also talked about
the impact Japan had on Bohemian culture,
including the famous Yokohama Tea House that
was built in Prague in the 1900s.

The boat maker

Kyaraben really are a really nice way to enjoy
yourself with food, and hopefully (if you have
children) a good way to introduce them to new
tastes. Maybe you can make one as good as the
ones pictured in this article.

Helena gives her talk to the packed audience

Helena was very friendly and her talk was full of
fun, with many photographs from 19th century
Prague. We even had a short power outage during
the talk, which only added to the fun!

A beautiful composition

If you would like to have a go at kyaraben yourself
there are plenty of tutorials on Youtube, and
websites with instructions and photos.
Article by Tim Evans, photos by Kevin Howes.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Helena and Dr Alice Kraemerova recently set up a
website, called “Fuuryuu”, to share their findings
from their three years of research, for anyone who
is interested. So please visit www.fuuryuu.eu to
learn more!
Article by Yuko Howes, photo by Kevin Howes.
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Seasons are one of the most important things to understand Japanese culture. This is the fourth and last of a series
of articles about the Japanese four seasons (四季) in which I, Yuko Howes, shall try to explain the feeling of each
season by describing relatively less-known events that happen typically during that season.

Winter- 冬 / Fuyu
No one will disagree that the biggest event by far
during winter in Japan is the New Year. Unlike in
China, we celebrate the New Year using the normal
calendar, not the lunar calendar. There are so many
things we do customarily towards the end of the
year and the New Year, and many of you might know
quite a few of them already, as they are talked about
a lot on many occasions, such as Osechi ryori (おせ
ち料理 a special food we prepare for the New Year
day), and Toshikoshi soba (年越しそば: buckwheat
noodles we eat on New Year Eve).

in which a large number of pupils do Kakizome in a
school gym together (see first photo) and the best
ones are awarded prizes. In both cases, phrases are
given in a calligraphy copybook, and pupils try their
best to imitate them as closely as possible, and
that’s how we learn.
Once you are an adult, you can write any phrase you
like, and many people choose this occasion to write
their New Year resolution in a short phrase. For
Kakizome, we tend to use a longer paper than usual,
and it is usually about a metre long. So the phrases
we write are also a longer than usual.

In this article, I’d like to talk about Kakizome (書初
め), which might be less well-known. Kakizome
means writing in calligraphy for the first time in the
year, and usually, one is supposed to do so on
January 2nd, but it is not that strict.

Kakizome posted at the back of the classroom

Schoolchildren writing Kakizome in the gym

At schools, pupils often do Kakizome in their first
calligraphy class in the year in January. At some
schools a Kakizome competition might be held,

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

If we are writing a phrase that consists of only Kanji,
the phrases for Kakizome could be about 4 to 6 Kanji
characters, compared to two characters for usual
phrases. Naturally, it’s much harder! As you can see
in the first photo, you need to place the paper on
the floor, and you need to move along the paper to
keep on writing a long phrase.
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I do remember as a primary school pupil that it was
very challenging to do so, but also it gave me a
sense of accomplishment and the excitement that
we were doing something very important and
special at the beginning of the year.
Once done, everybody’s Kakizome work will usually
be posted on the back wall of the classroom for a
while (see the second photo) until the day comes
when we burn them in a special ceremonial event,
called Sagicho (左義長) or Dondo-yaki (どんど焼
き)- the name varying depending on the region. It is
usually on or around January 15th. Traditionally, it is
done in a rice field after the rice is harvested, but at
schools, it is done at the school ground.

I remember watching the powerful fire burning
everything up, and at the same time desperately
looking for my Kakizome work, because they say
that if the ash or a piece of your work flies up high
with the force of the fire, your calligraphy skill will
improve. And yes, I believed it! On a cold January
day, with only my face being hot and my back being
cold, I remember watching the fire intensely and
with a slight feeling of sadness, as Dondo-yaki

Kakizome set alight

marked the end of Oshogatsu (お正月：The New
Year), and things would go back to normal after
that. I wish all of you a wonderful New Year.
Article by Yuko Howes
Kakizome Bonfire

Three or four long bamboos are assembled to
create a pyramid-like shape, then all the Kakizome
works, together with the Shimenawa and
Kadomatsu (let’s just say for now that they are the
traditional ornaments that decorate the house for
the New Year to invite ancestors’ spirits) are piled
up together and burned. It is much like a large
bonfire people make for Guy Fawkes night here.
We bake Omochi or Odango (they are gooey food
made of rice) on the fire, instead of melting
marshmallows!
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Editor’s Comment
Thank you to everyone who submitted articles for
this newsletter. If you have any ideas for articles
please contact me, Tim Evans at
newsletter@jsnw.org.uk
As a suggestion, articles could be reviews of or
recommendations for Japanese cultural events- or
about an aspect of Japan, Japanese person or
philosophy you find fascinating- or your
experiences in Japan as a resident or tourist.
I hope you all had an excellent Christmas and wish
you a very happy 2016!
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Future JSNW Events

Japan Day!!!

Japanese Social/Conversation Evenings

Saturday 20 August 2016

Etsu Restaurant, Liverpool

10:30 am to 5:30 pm
Venue: Liverpool Guild of
Students, 160 Mount Pleasant,
Liverpool L3 5TR

New Samsi Restaurant, Manchester
Our Japanese Social/Conversation evenings are held
once a month, alternately between Liverpool and
Manchester. Each evening is hosted by an
experienced Japanese tutor.

Please check our website for details.

Event With a JSNW presence
20th August marks the date of JSNW’s great daylong free festival of Japanese culture, this year
being held in Liverpool. The programme will be
as varied as ever and each time the festival
brings fantastic surprises so please keep an eye
on the Japan Day website for updateswww.japanday.org.uk

Grosvenor Museum, Grosvenor Street, Chester
Samurai Armour Talk/ Martial Arts Demonstrations
Saturday 30th January
JSNW will be having a stall at this event; the talk will
be from 1.30-2.30, followed by martial arts
demonstrations from 3.30-4.30.

Koto Performance
Saturday 6th February
There will be a koto performance in the afternoon at
the Museum. This is a free event.
VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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